
As organizations continue to realize the impact of day-
to-day business practice on the broader community, 
they’re prioritizing ESG metrics and initiatives. However, 
getting started with ESG can have its challenges: lack of 
insight into current state, trouble navigating the current 
frameworks and regulations, and fragmented data sources, 
risk domains, and opportunity area need to be addressed. 
OneTrust ESG Program Management helps by streamlining 
relevant first and third-party ESG data collection, reporting, 
and analysis.

ESG Program Management
Manage ESG goals and initiatives, align to standards and 
frameworks, and track program KPIs and metrics via dynamic 
materiality assessments and action plans

No Coding or IT 
Involvement
Configuration through 
intuitive drag-and-drop 
user interface

Global and 
Multilingual
200 languages 
supported across  
the platform

Out-of-the-Box 
Capabilities
Pre-built questionnaires, 
assessments, and 
frameworks

Identify Risk & 
Opportunity
Flag and manage internal 
and third-party ESG risks & 
opportunities 

Easy 
Integrations
500+ pre-built 
connections with existing 
business solutions 

Global frameworks - automatically populated with your data metrics

CSRD
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OPERATIONALIZE 
ESG PROGRAM

-  Conduct materiality assessments and engage stakeholders to define ESG goals and KPIs

-  Navigate, assess, and compare different governance frameworks, latest news, and ESG updates 

-  Reduce manual processes to allow people to focus their time and energy on the most critical projects

-  Automate processes that extend ownership & accountability across all departments with the organization

-  Address and remediation risks using pre-built assessment templates and a central third-party data exchange

CENTRALIZE ESG 
DATA COLLECTION

-  Connect to internal and external ESG data sources and automate the collection and maintenance of ESG data

-  Use integrations, tailored assessments, and data import to centralize information 

-  Decrease time to make a data-driven decision with accurate information and to respond to new regulations or 
requirements 

-  Leverage DataDiscovery tools to bring unseen risks to the surface without manual intervention 

-  Implement workflows to automate manual, repetitive tasks and improve efficiencies for data collection

STREAMLINE 
FRAMEWORK 
REPORTING & ANALYSIS

-  Get a holistic & integrated view of data from all sources across the business

-  Auto-populate reports across various frameworks (CSRD, GRI, SASB, CDP, WEF, SEC’s Proposed  
ESG Disclosure Rules etc.  

-  Create a defensible audit trail, evidence of action and compliance

-  Configure module dashboards to enable teams to easily view and monitor progress

-  Go from manual and backward-looking yearly reporting to real-time monitoring, analysis, and reporting

PRIORITIZE INITIATIVES 
& TAKE ACTION

-  Program benchmarking provides comparisons against similar orgs, best practices by industry, region, 
and company size

-  Prioritize key initiatives, define goals, and create action plans

-  Drive action with workflows and task management

-  Make accurate data-driven decisions without investing time in research or development

-  Identify likelihood of future outcomes with predictive analytics through AI and machine learning, driven 
by historical data and current initiatives

Unify ESG Program Management activities

DATA SHEET

REQUEST A DEMO TODAY AT ONETRUST.COM
As society redefines risk and opportunity, OneTrust empowers tomorrow’s leaders to succeed through 
trust and impact with the Trust Intelligence Platform. The market-defining Trust Intelligence Platform 
from OneTrust connects privacy, GRC, ethics, and ESG teams, data, and processes, so all companies 
can collaborate seamlessly and put trust at the center of their operations and culture by unlocking their 
value and potential to thrive by doing what’s good for people and the planet.  
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